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Abstract. We prove the meromorphicity of the zeta function on shifts of finite type
for Holder continuous functions assuming that the essential spectrum of the associ-
ated Ruelle operator is contained in the open unit disc. This result allows to extend
the region of meromorphicity of the zeta function for Axiom A flows by a strip
whose width is determined by the contraction rate of the flow.

1. Introduction
The classification of dynamical systems consists mainly in the search for invariants
one of which (to some degree) is the zeta function. In general the zeta function is
not very accessible, Axiom A systems being an exception. In this case the most
interesting applications are to determine exponential decay of correlation functions
(see for instance [12]) and to prove that closed orbits are equidistributed. Concerning
the latter, the foundation to a number of recent results, most of which involve
Ikehara's Tauberian theorem, was laid in [8]. The introduction of Markov partitions
makes it much easier to extract properties of Axiom A diffeomorphisms. However
these partitions are not canonical and it is a constant problem whether a result
obtained for a Markov chain also applies to the underlying dynamical system. By
a result of Manning [6] it is known that the zeta function of an Axiom A diff eomorph-
ism is rational given by zeta functions on certain subshifts (which are rational
themselves). According to Bowen [3] a similar result concerning meromorphicity
applies to flows.

The main result of this paper, Theorem 4, is proved for the Banach space CU(L)
of exponentially decreasing functions (with rate e~"<l) on shifts of finite type.
Usually as in [2, 9-12] u is taken to be a constant, here however we embark upon
a generalization and shall introduce modulus of continuity as we call u which will
be a continuous and strictly positive function on the subshift. For piecewise
monotone transformations of the unit interval and locally constant functions,
Hofbauer and Keller [5] proved meromorphicity of the zeta function in the case
where the essential spectrum of the transfer operator has radius less than 1. In this
case the spectrum consists of countably many discrete eigenvalues of finite multi-
plicity and an essential spectrum which is a disc centered at 0. In analogy to interval
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maps, Pollicott [10] Theorem 1, proved that under appropriate conditions the
spectrum of the Ruelle operator acting on Ce(2) looks the same for constant 0>0.
In Lemma 2 we shall give a bound on the essential spectrum of the Ruelle operator
on the Banach space of functions which decrease at a rate determined by a continuous
function u which is the modulus of continuity.

The aim of the present note is to extend further results previously obtained by
Ruelle [11], Parry [9] and Pollicott [10] and to establish that the zeta function can
be meromorphically continued as long as the essential spectrum of Ruelle's operator
is contained in the open unit disc. This result also allows to extend the region of
meromorphicity of the zeta function for Axiom A flows by half the contraction
parameter beyond the halfplane in which it is holomorphic.

2. Two sided subshift of finite type

Let A be some finite set with the discrete topology, let A be an |A| x|A|-matrix of
ones and zeros and define

2 =

which we give the product topology. We call 2 a subshift of finite type and A its
alphabet. Define on 2 the two-sided shift transformation by cr(z), = zi+l, ieZ. The
shiftspace 2 has a natural set of Holder equivalent metrics given by d(x, y) = e-

akl-x-y\
where k{x,y) is largest k such that x,=}>i, |»|sfc, and a is a positive number. A
basis for the topology on 2 is given by the open closed sets

t/(x_n • • • xn) = {ze2: z, = xt, |i|< «},

n = 1 , . . . , where x_n • • • xn are words in 2 of length 2« +1. Usually t/(x_n • • • xn)
is called a cylinder. Note that 2 has dimension zero. The variation of a complex
function / on 2 is defined by

varn/(x) = sup {|/(x) -f{y)\: y e 2 satisfying k(x, y) > n),

n = 1,2,..., and is a real and positive function on 2. Let u: 2 -* U be strictly positive
and continuous, then if the variation decays fast enough as n goes to infinity we have

varn/(x) < c • exp (-2 • min (u"(x), tT"(x))),

x e 2 , for some constant c. Here we used the abbreviation w"(x) for the sum
u(x) + u<r(x) + - • • + ucrn(x) and w""(x) for ucr~l(x) + - • • ua~"{x). If ||/||u is the
smallest possible constant c which satisfies the above inequality, then ||| • |||u =
II' ll»+ II' II» is a norm, and the set of complex functions on 2 which are finite with
respect to this norm is a Banach algebra which we denote by Cu(2). We have a
filtration Cu(2)<= Cu(2),0< w'< U,where Cu(2)isdensein Cu(2),withnu>0 Cu(1)
dense in Cu(2). We call u modulus of continuity. For convenience we shall assume
that the variation of w itself decays exponentially fast. If the modulus of continuity
is a constant 0 > 0, we get the usual Banach spaces of uniformly exponentially
decreasing functions in which case ||/||e is the best possible Holder constant of/
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(or Lipshitz constant if the metric defined uses 0 in the place of a). In § 5 it will
become clear that this setup is tailor-made for the analysis of Axiom A flows on
manifolds. We shall assume that (2, <x) is topologically mixing, in other words A"
is positive for large enough n, where A is the boolean matrix which defines the shift.

Let p be a a-invariant measure on £ and denote by h(p) its measure theoretic
entropy. For continuous /:£-» U the pressure is defined by

= supp

where the supremum is taken over all cr-invariant probability measures on 1. If/
is a real valued function in Cu(2), some u > 0, the supremum is always attained by
a unique invariant measure called the equilibrium state for / From [2] we know
that the pressure equals

lim m"'log X exp/m(x),
m~*°° xeF(m)

where ¥(m) = {x e X: crmx = x} denotes the periodic points of period m. The pressure
function P{f) is Lipshitz continuous in the supremum norm (with Lipshitz constant
1) on the real functions of CU(L) and has an analytic continuation to an open
neighbourhood containing the real valued functions (cf. [9]). The topological entropy
of (X, h(cr) = supp h(p), is equal to P(0).

3. The one-sided case
Some questions, one of which is the meromorphicity of the zeta function, are more
easily studied for one-sided shifts. For that purpose let us introduce the one-sided
shiftspace

The shift a: 20 -> 20 induced by the two-sided shift on 2 is locally a homeomorphism
and finite (at most |A|) to one. Let M0 be a strictly positive and continuous one-sided
function. For/0:20-*C the variation is given by (k(x,y) as in the two-sided case)

var,/0(x) = sup {|/0(x) -fo(y)\: k(x, y) > t},

f >1 , and a norm is defined by |||/0|||uo= ||/o|U+ ||/olL, where the Holder constant
ll/olluo which here is equal to sup,^ sup,al exp {-u'0(x)) \ar,fo(x) exists if the vari-
ation decays fast enough. As in the two-sided case we put Cu(20) for the Banach
space of all functions which are finite in the ||| • Hl̂ -norm and call u0 modulus of
continuity.

Two functions/, g e Cu.(£) are said to be cohomologous if there exists a u e Cu(2)
for some positive modulus of continuity «' such that / - g = v - ixr. A function that
is cohomologous to zero is a cocycle. The zeta function for some / e Cu(2) is
invariant under adding cocycles which leaves some freedom for the choice of / An
important and useful result involving the manipulation of Holder continuous func-
tions by cocyles is the following result by Sinai [13] of which we will give a
formulation suitable to our context.
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PROPOSITION 1. Forfe Cu(1) there exists v0, / o e Qu(2) such that fo=f+vo-voa-
satisfies fo(x) =fo(y) whenever x, = >>,, i < 0.

Proof. We adapt the proof given in [2, p. 11] for constant modulus of continuity
(w = 6 • 1, 6 > 0) to our purpose. For each symbol a € A pick an allowed left infinite
sequence $=••• y-^% such that A[y0, a] = 1 and define a map TT :X-»S by n(x) =
" " " J-iyoXi*2" " ' . xei, with y depending merely on x,. We define v0 =
I.ao (/O-V-/O-1) and put

. (/cr1+177--/o-Vcr),

which depends only on positive coordinates. It is clear that the summation over i
converges absolutely. We have to prove that vQ and f0 are as claimed in the Banach
space Ciu(2). We show this for /0 and leave it to the reader to figure out that

CiM(2). To estimate the variation of f0 we have to consider

fo(x) -fo(y) = I F4(fir'TTX -ftr'iry +fcr'Troy -fcr'iro-x)
i==O

where x, y are points in 2 such that x, = yt, \i\ s k, for some positive k. With j e (0, k)
an integer chosen such that |W'C~J(X)-M~J(X)|< ||M||CO we get

\fo(x)-fo(y)\^cl I c x p ^ u ' - ' d r ' m c J + C z I e x p - l i i V ^ )

< c3 exp - ( U * " V ' T O ) + u'^irx))

<c3 exp -Mfc(7rx)

for some C! since inf u > 0 and c2, c3>0. Thus (c4>0)

vark/0(x) < c4 exp -«£(*),

where uo= «77-+X,a0(ua''+l7r~MO''7r<7) depends only on positive coordinates and
is cohomologous to u. Note that «0 is well-defined since we assumed that u has
exponentially fast decaying variation. Thus f0 can be identified with an element in
CuJ&o) where u0 is a one-sided modulus of continuity. A priori we do no know
whether M0 is strictly positive, however as u0 is cohomologous to u one easily sees
there exists an integer n and a constant c5>0 such that w5>c5(fc-«) for fc>n.
Nevertheless in the following we shall for simplicity assume that w0 is strictly positive.

D

From now on we drop the index 0 and without fear of confusion we denote the
one-sided shift by 2. Given a (one-sided) Holder continuous function fe Cu(1),
then, following Ruelle, one defines a Perron-Frobenius operator (transfer matrix)
L: Cu(2)-* Cu(2) by setting:

= I *(*') exp/(x'), *eCH(Z),
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where the summation is over all x'ei satisfying ax' = x. Let Tn, H > 1 , be the set
of all 2-words of length n and set 1/(77), 17 e Tn, for the cylinder {yel: 17, = ̂ ,
1 = 1,.. . ,«}. Put f(y) for the sum f(y) + - • • +fir"~1(y) and one easily verifies

where the summation is over all 17 e Tn, such that the concatenation ryx is an
admissible sequence in 2. As a consequence of the Perron-Frobenius theorem for
real valued / the largest eigenvalue Ao of the associated operator Lf is simple and
real while the rest of the spectrum is contained in a disc of radius strictly smaller
than Ao (see [11, Proposition 5.24]). Moreover log Ao is the pressure of/ as defined
by the variational principle. For complex / we can now state the main result of this
section.

LEMMA 2. The essential spectrum of Lf has radius <
Proof. For u constant 6 > 0 the lemma reduces to the result given in [10, Theorem
1]. We adapt the proof given there suitably. It is known that the measure w of
maximal entropy is positive on open sets and non atomic (&> is the Parry measure,
see [14, Theorem 8.10]). Fix n > l and denote by <i)v, 77e Tn, the induced measure
on U(-q), that is wv(x) = a>(xvx)/°>(XT,) f°r (test) functions xeCk(2). The radius
of the essential spectrum is by Nussbaum's formula [7] the limit of (inf \\\L" - Xn|||u)1/n

for n-»oo, where the infimum is over compact operators Kn on CM(2). For Kn we
take L" restricted to locally constant functions. We put Kn = L}° Sn, where Sn maps
Cu(2) onto functions which are constant on cylinders of the form U(t]), 7] e Tn,
and is given by

ge CU(S). Pick some ge Cu(2) and put ̂  = (id-Sn)g for which one immediately
deduces the estimate |x(r)x)\ < ||g||u exp -u"(rfx), xe V(r?) = {ze2: rjzeS}, 77 e Tn.
By the variational principle we obtain (c6>0)

and therefore | | (£»!!„< c6 e"
pm~u) for n = 1,2 To estimate the variation of

L"x we need bounds on the variation of x as

f2-max{varng(.y): k(x,y) = k} forfc<n,
Var^Wnvar.g(x) for*>a

Now let x, y be two points in 2 which share the same symbols on the coordinates
form 1 to fc. Thus (c7, c8>0)

\(L"x)(x)-(Lnx)(y)\

T(TJX) + E \x(vy)\ • 1
V V

-exp(fn(Vy)-f"(Vx)) expnfn(vx)
X ||g||u exp W(Vx) - un+k(vx)) + c7 X \xiVy)\ exp (R/"(T,X)- uk(x))
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and for the Holder constant we get ||(Ln*)||u < c8||g||u e
nP(R/-u), n = 1,2,.... Hence

the lemma. •

It is clear that L = Lf has discrete eigenvalues of finite multiplicity in the annulus
{zeC: eP ( R /-u )<|z|<ep ( R / )} see [10]. Let EA be the eigenspace in Cu(1) associated
to the eigenvalue A, |A| > e

p<R^-"») ant} E* the corresponding eigenspace in the dual
CU(S)*. We have dim EA = dim Ef as complex vectorspaces. For real/the eigenspaces
corresponding to the largest eigenvalue are one dimensional and spanned by fi and
M respectively. (The equilibrium state for/ is given by Mfj., see [2].) In E*, EA we
choose an orthogonal basis /AAr, MAr, r= 1 , . . . , dimEA, normalized so that
MA,r(Â A,s) = 5AjA5rs, where Srs is the Kronecker symbol: 5rv = l if r = s and 0
otherwise. The projections PA from Cu(2) onto the eigenspaces EA then take the
form of a scalar product M A / A A ( ) , where MK is the vector of eigenfunctions
(MA1, MA?2,...) and similarly fix is the vector of functionals (MA,I,/^A,2» • • •) ("*"
denotes transposition). We can decompose the transfer operator as follows

where the sum is over all discrete eigenvalues A whose modulus is larger than
ep<R/-u) The r e m a i n d e r R = LP: Cu(l) -* Cu(2) has spectral radius <eP(R/"u), where
P = id — XA PA (summation again over the discrete spectrum) is the projection onto
the subspace of Cu(2) orthogonal to the eigenspaces EA, |A|> ep(ttf~u). We assume
the matrices LA are in Jordan normal form (with ones in the diagonal).

4. 77»e Zeta function
Let 2 be the one-sided subshift associated with the transition matrix A and define
for /e CM(S) the zeta function

I (Jm,
meN

where the summation in £m(/) = I!XeF(m) exp/m(x) is over periodic points x of
period m. It is clear that £(/) is non-zero and analytic whenever the summation
converges. Furthermore, the slightly more general zeta function

is non-zero and analytic for \z\ < e~
P(R/). The first substantial step in extending the

region of analyticity was achieved by Ruelle for constant modulus of continuity 6 > 0.

THEOREM 3. ([11, Theorem 5.29]). For real f there exists a function R(f)>-P(f)
such that d(z,f) is analytic for \z\ < eR(f) with the exception of a single pole at e~p</).

This theorem contains already the ingredients for the further improvements made
subsequently. The proof essentially makes use of the fact that the largest eigenvalue
eP(f) of the Lf operator is real and single and the rest of the spectrum is contained
in a disc of radius strictly less than ePlf). The function / is approximated by
stepfunctions fm which are constant on cylinders of the form U(x1 • • • xn) where
the length of the words x, • • • xn depends linearly on m, that is n = am. 0< a < 1.
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With perturbation theory on Banach spaces it then follows that d(z,f) has the
claimed meromorphic extension. This result was generalized by Parry, [9, Theorem
1], to a neighbourhood of the real valued functions in the complex space Ce(2).
Using a more complete characterization of the spectrum of the transfer operator,
Pollicott [10, Theorem 2], showed that the proof of Ruelle's theorem can in fact be
adapted to the situation where one has to single out a larger number of eigenvalues,
thus replacing the function R(f) by a constant C(0) = 62/(6 + h) which depends
only on the space C9(2), h being the topological entropy of the shift. However,
since the only way to estimate the traces of the approximating transfer matrices
modulo a subspace of some fixed dimension is by adding up the moduli of the
eigenvalues whose number grows like enh,C{d) depends explicitly on the topological
entropy and yields particularly poor estimates if h is large.

The aim of this paper is to establish meromorphicity of d(z,f) in the disc
{zeC: |z| < e~p<R/~u)}. We choose a more elementary approach which explicitly
(however implicitly) does not involve perturbation theory but relies upon repeated
use of the variational principle.

To show that the zeta function in general does not admit a meromorphic extension
to the entire complex plane, Gallovotti [4] constructs a function / such that d(z,f)
has an essential singularity at finite distance. By adapting this example suitably,
Pollicott shows in [10] that d(z,f), / e C9(2), can have an essential singularity
arbitrarily close to the disc of radius e

e~PW). In view of this example, the result
presented here is the best possible that can be obtained without further restriction
other than on the pressure.

THEOREM 4. £(/) is analytic and non-zero for {/e Cu(1): P(Uf)<0} and extends
in the function space meromorphically to the domain where P(Uf—u)<0.

For every Se A we choose x e 2 such that Sx is an element in 2. We also write
7}x € 1, Tj € Tm, for the concatenation of TJ with x = x(r}m), define a complex function
F on Tm by F(rj)=fm(vx) and set $„(*) = exp (fm(vx)-F(ri)) whenever xe
V(r)) = {ze1: rjzeS} and 0 otherwise. It is clear that <&„(*) lies in Cu(2). Denote
by xv

 t n e characteristic function of 1/(17). For the proof of Theorem 4 we shall
need the following identity.

LEMMA 5: Let n e Cu(1)* and 17 € Tm, m > 1, then

(L*

Proof. We do the manipulations

'•J.
•J. I Xv(vx) exp (f(ux) - F(v)) d»{x) = /*(*,),

V(r,) «

where the summation is over v e Tm. O

Proof of Theorem 4. The fact that £(/) is analytic and non-zero for P(Uf) < 0 follows
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from the variational principle

lim sup 7<Tm(R/) = ep<R/) < 1.

The condition P(Uf) < 0 implies that Lf has spectral radius less than one. In the
more general case we face here, one singles out a finite number of eigenvalues, in
particular these with modulus > 1, and uses a similar argument applied to a remainder
term which has spectral radius <p < 1.

The proof splits into two parts. In the first step (I) we use the decomposition (1)
of Ruelle's operator and show that £m{f) -Z|AI&P ^

m + &m decays exponentially fast
for m -» oo, where the A's are discrete eigenvalues of Lf. The remainder terms Rm

originate from the R-term in (1) plus the contribution made by discrete eigenvalues
whose moduli are less than p. In the second part (II) we prove that the Rm decay
exponentially fast as m goes to infiity and therefore add up to a function which is
holomorphic in the halfplane given by P ( R / - M ) < 0 .

Since P = P ( R / - u ) < 0 the essential spectrum of Lf (and Lf) is contained in a
disc with radius strictly less than one and all but a finite number of discrete
eigenvalues are in modulus less than one. We shall show that £m is approximately
X|A|Sp A

 m where the remainder term decreases exponentially fast as m goes to infinity.
(I) Obviously (Lmxv)(x) equals exp/m(77x) for x e £ such that the composition

TJX is again in £ and zero otherwise. With wv, TJ e Tm, as in Lemma 2, we get that

exp/m(Tjx) d<o(x)

is zero if TJTJ is not admissible in 2 and otherwise satisfies the inequation

\wv(L
mxv) -exp/m(Tjoo)| < co|exp ( / - u)m(Tj°°)|,

as / has modulus of continuity w, for some c0<oo, where TJ°° is the periodic point
which one obtains by repeating the string TJ infinitely often. Hence

I exp / m (x ) - I a , , (L^ I ) )
xeF(m) j)

where the summation is over TJ e Tm. Here we made use of the part of the variational
principle which implies that £m(Mf-u)< const xemP (for details see Bowen [2,
p. 32]). We want to show the second sum on the left hand side is up to some
remainder terms equal to £|A [ap A

m. For discrete eigenvalue A letPA be the projection
onto the eigenspace EA. Set P = id-X|A|&p RA and we obtain by (1)

Observe that the spectral radius of LmP is bounded by pm. Since there are only
finitely many eigenfunctions MA for which |A| is at least p there exists a c2 such
that in the Cu-topology |||MA_r|||u < c2 and therefore

r= l , . . . , d imE A ,
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with a new constant c3. For x as in Lemma 5 depending on rjm we find that the
functions SAr>T)(x) = u>v{Mk,r)ll(x)-MKr(r)x) defined on V(T;) are in the supremum
norm bounded by c3 exp -um(Tjx) and that their variations can be estimated as

var SA,r)T,(x)<varm+r MA>r(?)x).

Therefore |||SA>r^|||u < c4 exp -um(r)x), c 4 >0 , and once more employing the vari-
ational principle we get

c5>0, as the functionals fiXyS, |A| s p , are in the C*-norm uniformly bounded. Thus
we see that for some c6 involving the dimension of the largest eigenspace EA

and (c7>0)

- trace (ALA)n

Cm- I km-Z<on(LmPxv)

(II) We are finished if we can show that in the last inequality the third term on
the left hand side goes exponentially fast to zero as m goes to infinity. Lemma 5
applied to the functional P*a)n yields

We can replace (P*cov)(<bv) by P4>,, evaluated at the point rjx plus an error term.
Hence

V V

To estimate the remainder terms we observe that P is a bounded operator on Cu(1)
and <!>,, is bounded uniformly in m and 77 e Tm. We get

| « , ( P * , ) -(P*,)(i jJc) | ^ | | | P * J L exp -um(ryx) < c8 exp - I T ( I J X ) ,

with some c 8 >0, for all TJ. TO estimate the contribution made by Rn, we sum over
77 and find by the variational principle

I \eFM\ • \RV\ < c 8 1 exp ( R F ( T , ) - «m(r,x)) < c9 e
m P < c9pm,

c9>0. To estimate the terms involving (P<J>,,)(T7X) it is necessary to decompose <bv

as follows. For k = l,...,m note that the functions ¥ M ( x ) =
f°o-m~k(i1x)-f°o-'"~k(T)x) are in the supremum norm bounded by
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c10exp -uk(crm k(j]x)) for some cio< | | / | | u /( l-exp (-inf«)). Moreover, since
var, tPM(x)<var,+k/(:>i:), xe V(rj), we see that |||̂ f/t,̂ |||u is for all 77 bounded by
c10exp -uk{<rm~k(rix)). Now put <!>,>T) = exp^i)7, and define inductively

i = 2,...,m. Clearly <!>,, =Zis,= a s o n e easily verifies

= l , . . . ,w , where c,, depends on c10 and the supremum norm of/ Note that
Piv = 4>,VJ whenever r)k = rjk, k = 1 , . . . , m-i +1. We find

t) I T ) i |S| = i u

where the summation is over all (u, S)e Tm_, x 7] such that vS = -q e Tm. To stress
that <!>,„« is independent of u, we write <p,5 for 4»,u5 and treat summation over v, S
and i separately. For i, S fixed we get

•|exp/'(&t)

sc12c1Ip
m-|exp(R/-«)'(fix),

c12> 0. Here we made use of the fact that the spectral radius of Lm~'P is bounded
by pm~'. For the summation over 5 and i we borrow a last time from the variational
principle and obtain

< c9p exp (R/- u)'(

c,3 > 0. Hence the remainder which includes the contribution made by the essential
spectrum of L can be estimated as

and dies off exponentially fast as m goes to infinity. Combined with the first half
of the proof, this amounts to

~ I A' < mc14p
r

with c14 independent of m. Since p < 1 the sum over m uniformly convergent in a
small neighbourhood of f, and XmeN (£m -£|A|=P Am)/m converges therefore to an
analytic function H(/). However, multiple eigenvalues of L = Lf not necessarily
depend analytically on / although simple eigenvalues do, but it is well known that
the sum of multiple eigenvalues is analytic in / Hence the zeta function which now
can be written as
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has the claimed meromorphic extension to {fe Cu(2): P(Uf- u) < 0} since the finite
product on the right hand side is a closed expression. •

Since the zeta function and the pressure are invariant under adding a cocycle to /,
we see using Proposition 1 that the statement of Theorem 4 holds also for two-sided
subshifts. Replacing / by /+log z transforms the pressure of Uf to P(R/) + log \z\
while the eigenvalues are scaled by a factor z.
COROLLARY 6. d(z,f) is a meromorphic function for \z\> e~p(uf~u) with single poles
at 1/A(/) {counting multiplicities), where A(/) are the eigenvalues of Lf.

A Smale space is a compact metric space with a local product structure and a
suitable expansive homeomorphism. This abstract formulation, which generalizes
the more familiar Axiom A systems, was given by Ruelle in [11, Ch. 7]. For us the
most important fact is that a Smale space (ft, T) admits arbitrarily fine Markov
partitions. By Smale's spectral decomposition theorem we can always reduce to the
case where T or some iterate Tk, fc > 1, is topologically mixing on compact subspaces
of ft, see Bowen [2, Theorem 3.5]. Let (ft, T) be topologically mixing. Hence there
exists a subshift of finite type (2, cr) and a continuous map -n: 2 -»ft such that
Tit = no- and where TT is finite to one and one to one almost everywhere (with
respect to ergodic measures of full support). For details see [2]. The construction
of the partition is by no means unique. With a suitably chosen metric on S, say for
some ao>0, the surjection TT is Lipshitz continuous (cf. [11, p. 130]). A Holder
continuous function F:ft-»C with Holder exponent /3 e (0,1] lifts to some/= FTT€

Ce(1), where the modulus of continuity is the constant 8 = j8a0, 0< 0< a0. With
Manning's product formula [6] the results of this section immediately carry over
to Axiom A diffeomorphisms in general. For the following corollary compare also
[11, pp. 140-142]. Note that in doing the transition from the two-sided to the
one-sided problem we lost some regularity in Proposition 1.

COROLLARY 7. Let (ft, T) be a topologically mixing Smale space and F:M-*C a
complex Holder continuous function with Holder exponent /?. Then the zeta function
d(z, F) defined as above is analytic and non-zero for \z\ < e~P(RF) and has a meromor-
phic continuation to \z\<eiyP~PiKF), where e~y, y>0 , is the rate with which T, T~l

contract in the stable and unstable directions on ft.

5. Suspended flows
Let 6 be some positive number. In this section we consider the classical case where
the modulus of continuity is a constant u = 0-l. We start off with the two-sided
subshift 2, a real and strictly positive re Ce(2) and define on

Xr = {(x , ( )e2xR:0<(< r(x)},

the suspended flow (p,: Zr -»Zr, t e R, by setting <p,{x, s) = (x, s +1) whenever 0 < s,
s +1 < r(x) and extend it to t e R by identifying (x, r(x)) with (ax, 0) where a is the
ordinary shift on S. The function r is often referred to as the ceiling or return
function of the suspension tp,. We give Zr the product topology and consider only
suspended flows with more than one closed orbit (weak mixing).
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The pressure of a real valued continuous function F on 2 r is denned by the
variational principle as

P*(F) = sup (

where p runs over all ^-invariant probability measures on I r . A flow invariant
measure /I is of the form p. xA//i(r), where /z is a shift invariant measure on 2
and A is the Lebesgue measure on R. If we denote by h(fi) the measure theoretic
entropy with respect to p, and by h*(p.) the measure theoretic entropy of the time
one map (pt with respect to p., then we have by a theorem of Abramov [1] the
identity /»*(/!) = h{p.)/p.{r), If we put P*(F) for /I(F) + /i*(/I) in the flow case and
P^if) — /*(/) +M/*) in the discrete case we get by Abramov's formula P%(F) =
P^(f)/fi(r), where f(x) = Jo<x) F(x, t) dt. With 5 as the unique number which
satisfies P ( / - 8 r ) = 0 it follows from the variational principle that PM(/-Sr)<0
for all shift invariant probability measures p. on 2, therefore

for all flow invariant measure p. = p. x A/p.(r), and

8 = sup {P%(F) - 0//t(r)} = sup P^f

Let F now be complex and denote by £(€) the length of a closed orbit G. The zeta
function is then defined by

for xce.G and z a complex variable. The product is over all closed orbits and
converges to an analytic and non-zero function whenever Uz> P*(UF). If F is a
nice enough function such t ha t / is in Cs(2), we have d*(z, F) = £(f-zr). For
8 < P(Uf) the unique number which satisfies P(Uf- 8r) = 0 we get by Theorem 4
that d*(z, F) has a meromorphic continuation to the complex halfplane Rz > 8 with
poles whenever Lf+zr has 1 as eigenvalue.

PROPOSITION 8. d*(z, F) is analytic and non-zero for Rz>P*(RF) and has a
meromorphic extension to the halfplane {zeC: Rz> 8} with poles whenever Lf+2r

has 1 as eigenvalue, where 8 = supM {(p,(Uf-d) + h(p,))/p,(r)} and the supremum
is over shift invariant probability measures on X.

6. Axiom A flows
We apply the result of §§ 3 and 4 to Axiom A flows. Let M be a Riemannian
manifold and let <1>,:M-»M, reR, be a smooth flow. A compact invariant subset
A <= M that contains no fixed points is called hyperbolic if the tangent bundle
restricted to A is a Whitney sum

of three D4>, invariant sub-bundles, where E is the one dimensional bundle tangent
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to the flow and Es, Eu are contracting and expanding respectively, i.e.

Ce-T"\\v\\ forveEu,t>0,
where C is a constant and y > 0 is a contracting parameter of the flow. The hyperbolic
set A is called basic if periodic orbits are dense, 3>, restricted to A is topologically
transitive and A = p|,£R4>,t7 for an open neighbourhood U of A. We say A is
non-trivial if it contains more than one closed orbit.

For Holder continuous F:A->C with Holder /3e(0,1] we define as in the last
section a zeta function Z{z) by integrating along closed orbits. By introducing
transverse Markovian sections //, on M and tracing them under the forward flow
4>,, t > 0, one derives a suspended flow <p,: I r -»I r which via IT : Zr -» A is semiconju-
gate to 4>,, that is TTC?, = <I>,7r, feR. The ceiling function r measures the 'time' it
takes for points of one section H, to flow up to the next. Moreover, if <$, is weak
mixing so is <p,. A detailed account of the construction is given in Bowen [3] from
where we need the following Lemma 1.5.

LEMMA 9. There exists a constant c0 so that for e > 0 there exists e'> 0, such that if
for ,̂ feA there exists a continuous s:R-»R with s(0) = 0 and d(<£>,i;,(bs0)£)< e',
|f|<L, L>0 then

for some \v\^e.

We apply this result to our situation using that <f>, is semiconjugate to the suspension
<pt. As a result we are able to determine the modulus of continuity of the ceiling
function of <p,. The map ir from the shift 2 to t j , Ht is Holder continuous. Let
x,yel and £ £eA such that TTX = £;, iry = £. If x,=y, for |«|==n, n > l , then
d(®,£, <t>S(t)£)— e\ where we choose e' to be the size of the cross-sections Ht which
can be made arbitrarily small, and t satisfies -r~"(x)< f< r"(x), with r~" =
m~1 + - • • + ro-~". The function s is determined such that s(rk(x)) = rk(y), k =
—n,...,n, and made continuous and monotone in between. Hence by Lemma 9
d(£ 0 < c0 e~yL, L = min (r~"(x), r"(x)), and since the ceiling function is Lipshitz
continuous as a function on the cross-sections Hh it follows that

amd consequently r has modulus of continuity \yr. By the same argument one shows
that the lifted function f(x) = Jg(x) F° n(x, t) dt has modulus of continuity syjSr. We
now use Proposition 1 to reduce the problem to one on one-sided shift spaces and
conclude by Theorem 4 that the zeta function of the suspended flow can be
meromorphically extended to complex z for which P(U{f-zr)-\yfir) =
P(UF)-Uz-\yP < 0, where P(RF) is the pressure of UF for the flow <J>, as defined
by the variational principle. Unfortunately IT : I r -» A does not necessarily preserve
the least period of a closed orbit. However, Bowen, who carried further Manning's
construction of subshifts for diffeomorphisms, saved the situation by constructing
a similar collection of suspensions.
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PROPOSITION 10. (Bowen-Manning.) There exist finitely many suspended flows

tp^:1(0 -* I ( l ) , i = 0 , . . . , k, <p(,0) = <p,, and projections ir(i): I ( 0 -» A, such that <p(pir(i) =

>,, teU, and

where Zj(z) is the zeta function for the suspension ip^ and where e(i) = ± l , i = l , . . . , fe .

Moreover, the suspensions <p\l) have topological entropy strictly less than h(<P,) = /i*(<p,).

THEOREM 11. Let <f>,beaCl Axiom A flow with non-trivial basic set A and contraction

parameter y and F : A-»C a Holder continuous function with Holder exponent (} e (0,1].

Then the zeta function Z(z) is non-zero and analytic for Uz> P(UF) and has a

meromorphic extension to the halfplane {zeC: Uz> P(UF)-\yji}.
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